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First European Solo Show 

October 22nd - December 20th 2014

Opening Tuesday 21st October, 4pm - 9pm

BRIE RUAIS
DUGOUT

Lefebvre & fils Gallery presents the first European solo show by American artist

Brie Ruais, Dugout, from October 22nd until December 20th 2014 in collaboration

with Nicole Klagsbrun, New York, and conceived by Gilles Renaud.

New York artist, Brie Ruais explores the material capacities

of clay in a process that merges performance with

sculpture, the figurative with the abstract and the sensual

with the spiritual.

Brie Ruais’s work is a corporeal experience characterized by

three constant rules: an amount of clay equal to her weight,

total absence of tools and a preliminary written set of

instructions for each piece. Her works of art retain the

memory of being occupied - they exist as both gestures and

images of gestures, simultaneously fluid and frozen.

For her first solo show in Europe, Brie Ruais has developed a 

body of work that employs archaic movements. The pieces in 

the exhibition have been made by digging and tearing out the 

center of a mass of clay.  She has titled the show Dugout to 

refer to the method of making the work, as well as to a term 

that describes interventions with the landscape. A "dugout" is 

both a canoe made from a hollowed tree trunk, and a small 

trench below ground level. By way of these associations, Brie 

Ruais performs an excavation of memory, time, and our 

physical relationship to the land.

Brie Ruais, Big Push, 2011
©B.Ruais
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ABOUT BRIE RUAIS

Born in 1982 in California, Brie Ruais received her MFA from 

Columbia

University’s School of Arts in 2011. She lives and works in

Brooklyn, New York where Nicole Klagsbrun represents her. 

Her work has been exhibited in New York, Los Angeles,

Toronto, Brussels and New Zealand. Her work has been

discussed in The New York Times, ArtNews, Artforum, 

The New Yorker, Modern Painters, Bomb Magazine and 

Architectural Digest, among others.

Brie Ruais in her studio
©B.Ruais

ABOUT LEFEBVRE & FILS GALLERY

Established in 1880 by Henri Lefebvre, Lefebvre & fils

Gallery is dedicated to old and modern ceramics from

France and Europe. Located on rue du Bac in the curators’

and art collectors’ favourite area of Paris, Lefebvre & fils

Gallery has contributed to the greatest private and public

collections in France, as well as all over the world. Wellknown

for its expertise, Lefebvre & fils Gallery is now

oriented towards contemporary art under the influence of

director, Louis Lefebvre.

Informed collector of art and design, Louis Lefebvre made

the jump in 2009 to bring together his passion and

profession and show the consistency and the relevance of

ceramics in contemporary art.

Lefebvre & fils Gallery was the first French gallery to exhibit

American artist Robin Cameron and Korean-American artist

Jennie Jieun Lee.

DUGOUT
Brie Ruais

October 22nd - December 20th 2014

PREVIEW TUESDAY 21ST OCTOBER 

4PM - 9PM

LEFEBVRE & FILS GALLERY

24 rue du Bac 75007 Paris
Tuesday - Saturday 11am - 7pm

+33 (0)1 42 61 18 40
www.lefebvreetfils.fr

View of the exhibition Une Seconde vie, 
Robin Cameron, at Lefebvre & Fils Gallery, 
24 rue du Bac, Paris, 26 October 2013 - 28 
February 2014.
©R.Cameron
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All your works are made out of clay, why do you prefer this 
medium and has it always been your favorite one?

I have been working with clay for five years now, and I see no 

end in sight.  It is a material that addresses my ideas about the 

nature of the body in the landscape. Clay captures the physicality 

of occupying and affecting space (whether it be social, political, or 

emotional space). As much as clay is sensitive to touch and 

gesture, I continue to be sensitive to its ability to flux throughout 

the entire process of making. Clay teaches me about what I want 

to express.

An amount of clay equal to your body weight, total absence of 
tools and a preliminary set of written instructions for each 
piece are your three constant rules. Can you tell us more 
about these conditions?

I want to make work that is direct. The process I have developed 

for my work is about exposing the method of making. All of the 

constraints and the gestures employed are legible in the work 

itself. The pieces are literally archeological imprints of a 

movement in time; that is the outward nature of the work. 

The inward nature of the work, as I think most art has personal 

relevance to the artist, lies in the nature of the gestures 

themselves.  They are about an emotional, metaphorical, and 

spiritual way of being in the world.

Through your titles (Dugout, Two Ways Out From Center, 
Unfolding,…), you link your works to archaic times and 
unchangeable gestures, why is that?

It’s interesting that you say unchangeable as if I’m giving only two 

options  for “ways out from center”. I like that notion of a piece 

capturing one explicit option or direction, but then in another 

piece the “ways” are different, the options change. This is how it 

is everyday - your options change as time moves forward.  
When you say “archaic”, I think of how the baseness of the 

material and the directness of my process relates to ways that 

clay has been used throughout history. The physicality embedded 

in the work alludes to a time when everything was made by 

employing the labor of the body. The timelessness in the titles 

also refers to our constant philosophical state of becoming - as 

people, but more specifically as women.

Press contacts
Mélanie Monforte +33 (0)1 71 19 48 01 mmonforte@communicart.fr
Lindsey Marsh +33 (0)1 43 20 12 13 lmarsh@communicart.fr
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BRIE RUAIS

“Clay teaches me about what I want to express.”

Brie Ruais in her studio, 2014, DR

Born in1982, Brie Ruais received her 
MFA from Columbia University,’s School 
of the Arts. She lives and works in 
Brooklyn, New York.

Select exhibitions

2014
Anna Betbeze & Brie Ruais, Marc 
Selwyn Fine Art, with the 
collaboration of Nicole Klagsbrun, 
Los Angeles 
On The Blue Shore of Silence, Tracy 
Williams and Fitzroy Gallery, New York
A Topography of Chance, curated by Jessica 
Silverman, Fused Space, San Francisco
Brie Ruais (solo), Cooper Cole, Toronto
Lovers, Curated by Martin Basher, 
Starkwhite, Auckland, New Zealand 

2013
XO (solo exhibition), Nicole Klagsbrun, 
New York
Ajar, curated by Natasha Llorens, 
Reverse, Brooklyn
Come Together: Surviving Sandy Year 1, 
Curated by Phong Bui, Brooklyn
Where The Sun Don't Shine, curated by 
247365, Interstate Projects, Brooklyn

2012
NADA Miami Beach, Nicole 
Klagsbrun, Miami 
Contemporary Ceramics, The LeRoy 
Neiman Gallery, Columbia 
University, New York
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Robin Cameron, Jennie Jieun Lee, now Brie Ruais, … 
Do women carry a new approch towards clay?

Even if they never have been really recognized, women have always 

been key in art history. Showing women artists is nothing 

revolutionary. Though, they do share a kind of delicacy in their use of 

clay and their work is the result of a deap search. I’m seduced by this 

approach one can call feminine. Specialized in ancient and classical 

ceramics, earthenware and porcelain, my eye is naturally attracted by 

such skilled and delicate art works. More than their womanhood, 

Robin Cameron, Jennie Jieun Lee and Brie Ruais are remarkable for their 

originality. Their work is unrivaled. All in their thirties, they already have 

a unique touch. 

And I’m looking for artists with a signature, a signature that has a 

significance only in a defined era, ours. It’s a time of over-consumerism 

and dematerialization which encourages though some artists to go 

backward from this increasing abstraction by returning to raw 

material, earth, and its antique use, clay.

Brie Ruais’ sculptures are real performances. Is this physical 
approach consubstantial of clay? 

Clay commands a physical relation and asks for immediate action on  

matter. Do not forget in the origins, ceramics was used to make 

containers like plates,  bowls … with round and curved lines which 

mirrored a woman’s body and its fertility. The human body was both 

actor and subject of clay. 

But before Brie Ruais, I had never seen this type of work with 

ceramics. Her approach is so intimate, so brutal and so delicate at the 

same time. I was completely seduced when I discovered her work in 2011. 

A year ago, my friend Gilles Renaud suggested that I exhibit Brie Ruais’ 

work and introduced me to Nicole Klagsbrun, her gallerist in New York. 

To which art movement could one compare Brie Ruais’s art work?

If I had to compare Brie Ruais’s work to former artists, I would name 

Land Art artists, like Michael Heizer, Robert Smithon or Andy Goldsworthy as 

Brie is so influenced by the Californian desert. I would also name body 

artists as her gesture is really essential in her work. With her hands, 

Brie kneads clay, with her fists, she beats it and with her feet, she 

stamps it. Her physical works pull out a lot of energy and they also 

produce a lot of speech. That’s why she is unique: her relation with clay 

is as sensual as intellectual. The brutality of her gesture is not animal, it 

is calculated. Brie Ruais weighs up all her movements . In her work, 

nothing is random. Everything is thought out, adjusted, controlled. 

From the weight of the clay that she worked with which is equal to 

the artist weight, to the calibre of a ceramic necklace equal to the gap 

between her arms. Brie Ruais does not belong to any former art 

movement. She ‘s inventing a new path, unknown and very personal.
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Louis Lefebvre, Galerie Lefebvre & Fils

“Brie Ruais’ relation to clay is as sensual as intellectual.”

Louis Lefebvre, Jonathan Fernandez, 2014.

Director of Lefebvre & fils Gallery since 2005

Antiques ceramics expert for Paris Cour d’appel and
the Hôtel Drouot

Contemporary art and design collector
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Visuals available for the press
Courtesy The artist, Lefebvre & fils Gallery, and Nicole Klagsbrun

How to Make a Vessel from the Inside, 132lbs, 2014
Glazed ceramic, hardware
31 x 33.5 x 12.5 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich

Two Fold, 132lbs, 2014
Glazed ceramic, hardware
49 x 54 x 6 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich
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Visuals available for the press
Courtesy The artist, Lefebvre & fils Gallery, and Nicole Klagsbrun

Torn Hole, 132lbs (Blue), 2014
Glazed and pigmented ceramic, hardware
63 x 61 x 4 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich

Raked Open, 132lbs, 2014
Glazed ceramic, hardware
44 x 46 x 4 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich
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Visuals available for the press
Courtesy The artist, Lefebvre & fils Gallery, and Nicole Klagsbrun

Corner Push, 132lbs (Metallic), 2014
Glazed ceramic, hardware
75 x 16.5 x 16 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich

Area Whole, 300lbs, 2014
Pigmented and glazed ceramic, hardware
Square: 78 x 54 x 5 inches; Circle: 44 x 38 x 5 inches
Photo credit Adam Reich
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Visuals available for the press
Courtesy The artist, Lefebvre & fils Gallery, and Nicole Klagsbrun

Affirmation Pot: Thumbs Up/Tongue Out, 2014
Glazed ceramic, luster
9.5 x 7 x 7 inches

Affirmation Pot: Hang In There, 2014
Glazed ceramic, luster
13 x 9.5 x 8.5 inches

Affirmation Pot: Now You've Done It, 2014
Glazed ceramic
11 x 9 x 7.5 inches

Affirmation Pot: You’re A Catch, 2014
Glazed porcelain
8 x 9 x 8 inches

Affirmation Pot: C’est la vie, 2014
Glazed porcelain
8 x 8 x 7 inches

Affirmation Pot: Right On, 2014
Glazed porcelain, gold lustre
11 x 10 x 9 inches
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Established in 1880 by Henri Lefebvre, Lefebvre & fils

Gallery is dedicated to old and modern ceramics from

France and Europe. Located on rue du Bac in the curators’

and art collectors’ favourite area of Paris, Lefebvre & fils

Gallery has contributed to the greatest private and public

collections in France, as well as all over the world. 

Well-known for its expertise, Lefebvre & fils Gallery is now

oriented towards contemporary art under the influence of

director, Louis Lefebvre.

Informed collector of art and design, Louis Lefebvre made

the jump in 2009 to bring together his passion and

profession and show the consistency and the relevance of

ceramics in contemporary art.

Lefebvre & fils Gallery was the first French gallery to exhibit

American artist Robin Cameron and Korean-American artist

Jennie Jieun Lee.

ARTISTS PRESENTED BY LEFEBVRE & FILS GALLERY:

ROBIN CAMERON

WAYNE FISCHER

OLIVIER GAGNERE 

GEORGES JOUVE

JENNIE JIEUN LEE

FERNAND LEGER

RON NAGLE

KARIM RASHID

MEEKYOUNG SHIN

ETTORE SOTTSASS
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About Lefebvre & Fils Gallery

View of the exhibition Une Seconde vie,
Robin Cameron, at Lefebvre & fils Gallery, 24 rue
du Bac, Paris, 26 October 2013 - 28 February 2014.
©R.Cameron
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DUGOUT

Brie Ruais

First European solo show 

October 22nd - 20th December 2014

Preview in the presence of the artist

Tuesday 21st October 2014 4pm to 9pm

Lefebvre & Fils Gallery

24 rue du Bac - 75007 Paris

Métro Rue du Bac (line 12)

Tuesday - Saturday 11am - 7pm

+33 (0)1 42 61 18 40

lefebvreetfils@gmail.com

www.lefebvreetfils.fr
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Mélanie MONFORTE - Communic’Art
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+33 (0)1 71 19 48 01

Lindsey MARSH - Communic’Art
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+33 (0)1 43 20 12 13
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